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Mission

- The Indian power transmission sector is expected to witness investments of around Rs 2.6 trillion over the next few years, mainly due to the thrust provided by recent policy and regulatory developments, and government initiatives.
- New designs, solutions and construction techniques for power evacuation infrastructure (transmission lines, towers and substations) are thus becoming a growing area of interest for utilities and the industry.
- Tower designs that address RoW issues, reduce visual impact, help in faster execution and provide ease of installation have entered the transmission market. Tower designs that are catering to the emerging requirements include monopoles, delta configuration towers and chainette towers.
- Advancements have also taken place in tower profiles, foundation designs and materials used for tower construction. Tube profiles are being used in place of angle profiles as they help in faster erection, reduce the steel requirement, and attract lower wind loads. Pre-cast and grillage foundations, which are factory-made solutions, as well as monopole foundations, which are compact, lightweight and visually more aesthetic, are solutions that are being considered to provide customised solutions and reduce construction time. Pultruded fibre-reinforced polymer (FRP) towers and cross-arms are also being used as replacements for ageing wood poles in remote/extreme humid locations.
- Advanced conductor and cable technologies are also playing an important role in reducing the RoW requirement in addition to providing greater efficiency, reliability and ease of design. Some of the emerging conductor designs are high temperature low sag (HTLS) and high performance superconductors. XLPE cables and gas-insulated lines (GILs) offer attractive alternatives for undergrounding lines in urbanised areas. The solutions being used for uprating and re-conductoring include STACIR conductors and gap-type conductors.
- Meanwhile, transformer technologies too have evolved considerably over the years, from conventional oil-filled transformers to dry-type transformers and further to advanced smart transformers. The next generation of transformer technology, including smart transformers, comes with remote monitoring of a wide range of grid parameters as well as transformer parameters.
- Technological advancements have resulted in making switchgear that is more compact, reliable and environment friendly. Gas-insulated switchgear (GIS) and hybrid switchgear help lower the RoW requirement and reduce the cost of construction and maintenance. Another emerging trend in the switchgear segment is the use of intelligent switchgear, which allows real-time flow of information.
- Automated substations with intelligent electronic devices (IEDs) are gaining prominence, allowing utilities to secure real-time and enterprise-wide information, and enabling them to improve the overall reliability of the system. There is also an increased emphasis on upgrading substation automation systems to IEC 61850-compliant open standards.
- With the ever increasing load growth, there is an increasing focus on deploying solutions for regulating power flows, increasing the network transfer capacity and reducing short circuit levels. Some of solutions available to address these issues are series capacitors, FACTS devices, phase-shifting transformers and fault current limiters.
- With advancements in transmission equipment technology, design and construction methods have also evolved. Light detection and ranging (LIDAR) surveys, global positioning systems (GPS), building information modelling (BIM) techniques and power line systems-computer aided design and drafting (PLS-CADD) modelling techniques are being used for the design of lines and substations. Further, mechanised techniques such as helicopters, drones and cranes for line stringing, monitoring and repair are becoming increasingly popular.
- Asset management based on advanced analytics is helping utilities prevent failures, identify critical assets and avoid premature asset replacements. New technologies, especially devices for remotely monitoring and controlling equipment, are being deployed to make grid operations more efficient.
- The mission of this conference is to highlight the latest innovations and most promising and relevant technologies in transmission towers, conductors and substations. It will also discuss the new and emerging requirements of the transmission segment as well as showcase successful projects and best practices.

Target Audience

The event is expected to draw participation from executives, managers and decision makers from:
- Transmission companies
- Transmission structure manufacturers (towers and substations)
- State electricity boards
- Private utilities
- Interstate transmission operators
- Conductor manufacturers
- Private developers
- Design and consulting organisations
- Technology providers
- Transmission line manufacturers
- Foundation and piling companies
- Steel companies, etc.

Organisers

The conference is organised by Power Line and Global Transmission. Power Line is a leading provider of information on the power sector. Its parent company, India Infrastructure Publishing, provides information on infrastructure sectors through magazines, newsletters, reports and conferences. It publishes a range of magazines including Renewable Watch and Smart Utilities.


To register: Call +91-11-45793068, 41034615, 9953452964, email: conferencecell@indiainfrastructure.com, or visit us at www.indiainfrastructure.com
AGENDA/STRUCTURE

KEY TRENDS AND OUTLOOK
- What are the key trends in technology adoption by the power transmission sector?
- What are the new and emerging requirements?
- What are the key issues and challenges?

POWERGRID PERSPECTIVE
- What are the issues faced by the utility in project execution?
- What technology options could address these issues?
- What project management practices could help address these issues?

OPERATOR/DEVELOPER PERSPECTIVE
- What has been the project execution experience of operators and developers?
- What are the issues and challenges faced?
- What are some of the new designs and technologies being introduced in the market?

EPC PERSPECTIVE
- What has been the project execution experience of EPC providers?
- What are the issues and challenges faced?
- What are some of the new designs and technologies being introduced in the market?

TRANSMISSION LINE DESIGN
- What are the challenges faced in designing new transmission lines?
- What are the key considerations in constructing new transmission lines?
- What are the recent advances in transmission line design?

ADVANCES IN TOWER AND FOUNDATION DESIGN
- What are the challenges involved in transmission tower design?
- What designs and structures are being deployed to optimise RoW requirements?
- What are the plans of transmission utilities in this regard?

TRANSMISSION LINE STRINGING
- What are the new techniques being utilised for transmission line stringing?
- What are some of the best practices in this regard?
- What are the key challenges?

ADVANCED CONDUCTOR TECHNOLOGIES
- What technologies are being adopted to improve conductor performance?
- What are the trends in the uptake of HTLS, superconductors, XLPE cables and GILs?
- What are some of the solutions for uprating and re-conductoring existing lines?

TRANSFORMER AND SWITCHGEAR TECHNOLOGIES
- What are the latest transformer and switchgear technologies?
- What are the major trends in the uptake of smart transformers and switchgear by utilities?
- What are the issues and challenges?

SUBSTATION DESIGN
- What are the key design criteria for substations?
- What are the new technologies available for substation design?
- What are the challenges faced in substation design?

SUBSTATION AUTOMATION
- What are the key developments in substation automation?
- What are the plans of transmission utilities in this regard?
- What solutions are available to cater to the changing requirements?

FACTS, FAULT CURRENT LIMITERS AND PHASE SHIFTING TRANSFORMERS
- What are the trends in the uptake of FACTS devices by utilities?
- What are the plans of utilities for deploying fault current limiters?
- What are the plans for deploying phase shifting transformers in the country?

TRANSMISSION LINE AND TOWER CONSTRUCTION
- What are the key factors to consider during the installation and construction of lines and towers?
- What has been the experience with the use of aerial technologies in this regard?
- What are the other technologies available for transmission line construction?

ASSET MAINTENANCE AND MONITORING
- What methods are utilities deploying for the maintenance and monitoring of transmission assets?
- What new asset maintenance solutions are available in the marketplace?
- What are the issues and challenges faced?

PROJECT SHOWCASE
- What are the key features of the project (components/technology used, design approach, etc.)?
- What were the issues and challenges faced?
- What lessons can be learnt from it?
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